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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Margaret Ann Mauney, retired teacher and former Emory University doctoral student.

Scope and Content Note
The collection contains oral history interviews, conducted with Atlanta educators between 1994-1997, as part of the research for Mauney’s dissertation *Consciousness and Activism of Atlanta Teachers: Unionization and Desegregation, 1960-1990* (Emory University, 1997). In the interviews, educators discuss their involvement with activism in the Atlanta school system, including organizing labor unions and integrating schools. The collection includes audio recordings of the interviews, as well as transcripts. Transcript files often contain Mauney's handwritten notes, and many contain letters to the interviewees and some additional research material. Some interviews, including phone interviews, were not recorded; if no audio exists, that is noted in the folder title. Only one recorded interview is without a transcript. Some transcripts may be incomplete.

Arrangement Note
Arranged by record type, then alphabetically by interviewee.
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